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Focusing on the interplay between properties of the Grassmann variety and 
properties of matroids and oriented matroids, this paper brings forward new 
algebraic methods in the theory of matroids and in the theory of oriented matroids; 
we introduce new algebraic varieties characterizing matroids and oriented matroids 
in the most general case. This new concept admits a systematic study of matroids 
and oriented matroids by using additional methods from calculus, algebra, and 
stochastics. An interesting new insight when the matroid variety over GF, and the 
chirotope oariety over GF3 are used shows that oriented matroids and matroids dif- 
fer exactly by the underlying field. We investigate also a chirotope variety over R, 
its dimension, and its relation to the Grassmann variety. To find eflicient algo- 
rithms in computational synthetic geometry, a crucial step lies in finding a small 
number of conditions for defining oriented matroids. Our new algebraic framework 
yields new results and straightforward proofs in this direction. 0 1991 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Whereas the theory of matroids seems to be well established-see the 
books on matroid theory [l, 25, 38, 41, 42, 12]-the theory of oriented 
matroids is not covered in any book so far. The reader would probably 
appreciate a short outline of the history of oriented matroids; but historical 
remarks about the young theory of oriented matroids must be chosen very 
carefully. For several years there were different main streams of independ- 
ent investigations within formerly rather unlinked areas of research roughly 
determined by the following keywords: (pseudo)-hyperplane arrangements, 
hyperline arrangements, linear optimization, graph theory, (unoriented) 
matroid theory, embedding problems, Steinitz’s problem in convexity, 
molecule classification, order type problems, and many more. These parts 
have grown, they still benefit from each other, and they have merged into 
a unified framework: the theory of oriented matroids. In the meantime 
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these main streams of investigations form the backbones of several 
(forthcoming) books [7, 44, 31 about the subject, and for historical 
remarks we refer the reader to [43]. 
We start with a straightforward definition of oriented matroids in the 
realizable case. This avoids abstract definitions which might not reveal any 
motivation for the nonspecialist. We consider the exterior algebra of an 
n-dimensional vector space R”, and the notion of Grassmann coordinates, 
simple (or decomposable) d-vectors in the exterior product space Ad R”, as 
well as the close connection between simple d-vectors and d-dimensional 
vector subspaces of R”; see, e.g., [17]. We consider the Grassmann 
manifold 9 f d of all d-dimensional (unoriented) subspaces of R”. 
A point p’on the Grassmann manifold, represented by a simple d-vector 
in AdR”, can be used to define a (realizable) oriented matroid or 
(realizable) chirotope x: EJ -+ { - 1, 0, +l } of rank d on E = { 1, 2, . . . . n). 
We denote the coordinates in R(z) as formal expressions [Iti] = 
[A,, &, . . . . id], 1 6 i, < A2 < . . . < 1,~ n. These coordinates define similar 
expressions [Z(A)] = [ArrCL,, &), . . . . %,(,,I via the alternating rule for any 
permutation 7c of the d numbers A1, E,,, . . . . id, [rr(n)] = sign(n). [A]. 
These formal expressions turn into the bracket notation of N. White 
[40] when the Grassmann-Plucker relations are valid as well; see the next 
section. In this case the points are called simple. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A (realizable) chirotope x of rank d with n points is 
given if and only if the coordinates [A,, &, . . . . A,], 1 6 J.1 <%, < ... < 
1, < n, form a simple d-vector and x(i,, &, . . . . 1,) = sign[i, , &, . . . . A,] for 
all elements of Ed. The set of all realizable oriented matroids of given rank 
d and given number of points n is denoted by ROM,,,. 
When the definition of chirotopes is compared with the definition of 
oriented matroids according to Bland and Las Vergnas [4], the equiv- 
alence of both structures first completely proven by Lawrence [32] (see 
also Las Vergnas [26, 271 and Dress and Wenzel [ 151) is not at all 
obvious. Therefore having names for both definitions is useful in many 
instances. Nevertheless, in this article we will use both names syn- 
onymously. 
Oriented matroids or chirotopes (including the nonrealizable case) are 
generalized classes of point configurations, and they were studied under 
various aspects and motivations. Although striking results and surprising 
connections have convinced many mathematicians that oriented matroids 
have to be studied in their most general setting, the newcomer sometimes 
tries to consider only the realizable (-representable) case. It can be shown 
in all applications that there were good reasons to study the most general 
case of oriented matroids and not only the restricted version of the delini- 
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tion of (realizable) oriented matroids derived from the Grassmann 
manifold. 
Consider, e.g., the problem of how incidence properties of straight lines 
can be extended to curves [21,22]. Not only in this case, the correspond- 
ing main problem (here the stretchability for pseudo-line arrangements) 
deals with the interaction of the definition in the realizable case and in the 
generalized case. 
This fundamental and difficult question of deciding the realizability of 
oriented matroids is (in the rational case) equivalent to Hilbert’s 10th 
problem [7]; thus a main stream of research has been in looking for condi- 
tions or algorithms to distinguish nonrealizable cases from realizables ones, 
at least for important particular subclasses, see [7]. 
In the realizable case, the only one defined so far in this article, we have 
the Grassmann manifold as a tool leading us to (realizable) oriented 
matroids. A corresponding tool in the general case was missing so far. This 
paper provides new algebraic varieties which are closely related to the 
Grassmann variety and which lead not only to a new characterization of 
(arbitrary) oriented matroids and matroids but also to a much better 
understanding of their interactions. 
In using these new tools and applying an ideal-theoretic approach, we 
can simplify several proofs which have been considered to be essential in 
the theory of oriented matroids. Moreover, we get additional results in the 
same spirit. More simplifications are likely to be found when looking 
through the new glasses of both our chirotope variety and our matroid 
variety. 
This article is organized as follows: after preparational definitions for 
both matroids and chirotopes, Section 2 provides us with a new algebraic 
characterization of matroids and chirotopes in terms of varieties over 
certain fields. Among those properties valid for oriented matroids but not 
for matroids, we have the theory of convexity [29], and in fact, many 
theorems from combinatorial convexity have been proven in oriented 
matroid theory. Thus sometimes matroids are considered to be of a very 
different nature. Our new setup shows very clearly what the underlying 
differences are (Theorem 2.12): matroids and chirotopes differ exactly by 
the underlying field. 
In Section 3 we use this close connection between matroids and oriented 
matroids, and we investigate bracket identies and corresponding basis 
exchange properties. Whereas in the matroidal case we can only offer new 
methods of proof, we get new results for oriented matroids. 
A particular result of our new approach can be described as follows: 
First recall again Lawrence’s proof of equivalence [32] between the (classi- 
cal) definition of oriented matroids given by Bland and Las Vergnas [4] 
and the definition of chirotopes given via Grassmann-Plucker relations by 
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Gutierrez Novoa [23] and by Dreiding and Dress [13, 141, as above. For 
theoretical reasons, as well as for many computational purposes in oriented 
matroid theory, it is very useful to work not with the general 
Grassmann-Plucker polynomials used in defining chirotopes but with a 
very much reduced subset of these polynomials. This reduction follows 
from a theorem of Las Vergnas [30], formulated and proven in the 
language connected with the classical definition of oriented matroids. 
With both steps taken into account, the arguments for the final assertion 
are rather complicated and it is difficult to see what is really going on. In 
using the new algebraic set-up, we can simplify the proof for this assertion 
substantially. 
In Section 4, we provide a straightforward algebraic proof of Las 
Vergnas’ theorem. 
Our proof provides additional techniques, consequences, and further 
reductions for algorithmic purposes. Thus besides our new results we stress 
the new methods applicable according to our new setup. 
We start Section 5 with a remark about calculating probabilities for 
oriented matroids in the realizable case. For these questions and those of 
a similar nature, embedding within a real variety is useful. The chirotope 
variety over GF, is extended to a chirotope variety over R, and the poly- 
nomials are replaced by homogeneous ones. This setting has more links 
with the Grassmann variety, and properties of the new chirotope variety 
over the reals are studied. 
Whereas a point on the Grassmann variety leads to a realizable oriented 
matroid when the coordinates are replaced by their signs, a point on the 
new chirotope variety yields by the same replacement a general (not 
necessarily realizable) oriented matroid. And moreover, all oriented 
matroids or chirotopes can be found in this way. 
2. MATROID VARIETY OVER GF, AND CHIROTOPE VARIETY OVER GF, 
Both matroids and oriented matroids, or chirotopes, are closely related 
combinatorial structures which can be considered as equivalence classes of 
point configurations. In using Grassmann-Plucker polynomials, we first 
provide a general framework which will be used later to give a common 
algebraic axiomatization for both matroids and chirotopes. 
For a given set E := { 1, . . . . n} and an integer d Q n we consider the set of 
(z) formal variables 
&z,d) := {[A,, &, . . . . &,]EE~) 1 <A, < ... <&dn}, 
we ah set [&(l), k(Z), . . . . &d) ] := sign(n). [a,, . . . . Ied] for all permuta- 
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tions n: (1, . . . . d} -+ (1, . . . . d}, and [A,, . . . . A,] =0 if for any 1 <i#j<n, 
Ai= Aj. If K is a field, let K[A(n, d)] be the polynomial ring freely 
generated by the elements of A(n, d) with coefficients in K. 
DEFINITION 2.1. For an integer k with 3 <k < d + 1 and tuples 
A := (a,, . . . . a,-,), B := (b,, . ..) b/J, c := (c,, . ..) Cd-k+l) 
of altogether pairwise different elements of E, we define the k-term 
Grassmann-Pliicker polynomial on E, (C IAl B} E K[A(n, d)], to be 
(CIA1 B} := i (-l)i+l.[CI,...,Cd~k+l,a, ,..., ak-2,bi] 
i=l 
. cc 1, ...Y Cd-kfl, b , , . . . . hi, . . . . bk]. 
6, denotes that bi has to be deleted. The set of all k-term 
Grassmann-Plucker polynomials in K[A(n, d)], 3 <k < d + 1, with k < t 
will be denoted by GP;“‘. 
If C is the empty set we write { IAl B}. If we do not insist on pairwise 
different elements, it is clear what we mean by {C IAl B} = {(CA\ CB}. 
Permuting the elements in A, B, or C leaves the polynomial invariant up 
to a possible change of the sign. We make this more precise: The symmetric 
group S, = S, acts on the polynomial ring GF, [A(n, d)], as the relabeling 
of the vertices according to ~JE S, = S, will change the polynomial 
p E GF, [A(n, d)] to p” E GF, [A(n, d)]. 
For any permutation (r = ((r i , 02) E S, x S, c S,, we have 
{IAl B}“=(-l)sig”(u) {IAl B}. 
DEFINITION 2.2. The set of all k-term Grassmann-Plucker polynomials 
{C IAl B) on E := { 1,2, . . . . n>, 3 <k < d+ 1, defines the Grassmann variety 
9td in projective (“,)-space over K; the homogeneous coordinates [A] of 
the points p E Kn(“,d) in this variety are exactly those for which [A] = 
det(Xj.,, . . . . X,,) for a certain 
X := (A-,, . . . . X,) E Kdxn, CA1 E 0, 4. 
For a given polynomial gE K[A(n, d)], we write Man(g) := {m,, . . . . mk} 
for the set of monomials of g, g = m i + . . . + mk. We always assume that 
monomials differing only by their coefficients in the field K have merged 
into a single monomial. 
When the variables of g attain certain values in the field K, XEK’(“~~), 
we consider the corresponding values g(x) as well as m(x) for the 
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monomials, and for any polynomial g E K[n(n, d)] we define (if possible in 
the field) 
Mon+( g)(x) := { mEMon(g) 1 m(x)>O), 
Men-(g)(x) := {m E Man(g) 1 m(x) < 0}, 
Man’(g)(x) := { m E Man(g) 1 m(x) # 0). 
LEMMA 2.3. Zfx~ K ‘w,~’ is a root of the polvnomial g, i.e., g(x) = 0, we 
have 
(i) either card Man+(g)(x) = 0 and card Mon.-(g)(x) = 0 
or card Man+(g)(x) # 0 and card Mon ~(g)(x) # 0 
(ii) card Mon#(g)(x) # 1. 
The proof of this lemma is trivial, but this necessary condition is decisive 
in what follows. 
DEFINITION 2.4. A chirotope (E, x) on E= { 1,2, . . . . n} of rank d is an 
alternating function x: Ed + GF,, with the following property: For all 
k-term Grassmann-Plucker polynomials on E, (C (A 1 B}, with 3 < k < 
d+ 1, and 
A := (a,, . . . . ak--2), B := (b,, . . . . bk), c:=(c, ,..., C&k+l), 
we have 
6) either card Mon+{C IAl B}(x)=0 
and cardMon-(CIA1 B}(x)=0 
or card Mon+{C JAI B}(x)#O 
and card Man-{C IAl B}(x)#O. 
In Section 1 we have mentioned already the isomorphism between 
chirotopes and oriented matroids. In this article there is no need to 
distinguish between chirotopes and oriented matroids. We denote the set of 
all oriented matroids with OM,,,. 
Remark 2.5. By Lemma 2.3 and the foregoing remarks, it follows that 
for E= { 1, . . . . n} and n points p,, . . . . pn E R”, the function 2: Ed -+ GF, 
defined by x(2,, . . . . 2,) := sign det(p,,, . . . . P~,~) is a (realizable) oriented 
matroid of rank d with n points; see Definition 1.1. 
One classical definition of a matroid in terms of bases is given as follows. 
6071X7/2-2 
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It formulates Steinitz’s exchange lemma from linear algebra as an axiom 
(weak basis-exchange axiom). 
DEFINITION 2.6. A matroid (E, 3) on E = { 1, . . . . n} of rank d is a set %Y 
of d-element subsets of E such that we have: 
For any sets A, BEL?~ (the bases) and any element UEA\B, there is an 
element bEB such that (A\{a})u {b)E99. 
The close connection between matroids and Grassmann-Plucker polyno- 
mials is given by the next lemma. 
DEFINITION 2.7. A matroid (E, p) on E = { 1, . . . . n} of rank d is an alter- 
nating function ~1: Ed + GF2 with the following property: For all k-term 
Grassmann-Plucker polynomials on E, {C (A( B), with 3 <k < d+ 1 and 
A := (a,, . ..) q-2), B := (b,, . . . . bk), c := (cl, **., Cd-k+l), 
we have 
(ii) card Mon#( { C IAl B})(p) # 1. 
LEMMA 2.8. (=Proposition 4.1.1 in Kung [25], symmetric basis- 
exchange axiom). The definition of a matroid (E, 33) under 2.6. and the 
definition of a matroid (E, p) under 2.7 are equivalent when p: Ed + GF, is 
chosen to be the characteristic function of 9, and when on the other hand g 
is derived from p as 98 := p-‘( 1). 
Prooj I. The proof we give here is independent from Kung [25]. We 
start with a matroid (E, 99) according to Definition 2.6 and we consider the 
corresponding characteristic function p: Ed -+ GF, of g with B = p-‘( 1). 
For all k-term Grassmann-Plucker polynomials on E, (C IAl B}, with 3 < 
k<d+l, A :=(a, ,..., ukp2), B:=(b, ,..., bk), C:=(c, ,..., c~-~+~), we 
have to show that card Mon#({C IA/ B})(p)# 1. 
We assume on the contrary, card Mon#( {C IAl B})(p) = 1, and w.1.o.g. 
we can assume the following expression for the only nonzero monomial 
. cc I, C2, . . . . Cd-k+ 1, b,, b,, . . . . bk] = 1. 
We denote by H := cl(C u A) c E the closure of C u A, where we have 
used C= (cr, c2, . . . . c&k+,} and A = (a,, a,, ,.., akp2) also for the corre- 
sponding subsets of E. Since (cr, c2, .,., cdpk+ i, a,, a,, . . . . ake2, 6,) is a 
basis, we have b, $ H = cl(C u A). All elements b of the second basis X := 
I Cl, C2, . ..> Cd-k+l, b2, b,, . . . . bk} which do not belong to the closure H of 
CuA can be used to form a basis {c,, c2 ,..., cdek+i, a,,~,, . . . . ukp2, b}. 
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The set H n X is independent as a subset a basis. b, $ H = cl( C u A) tells 
us that the set (HnX)u (b,} is also independent. It can be extended to 
a basis (if necessary) by using elements from X\H. Let bi be the element 
in this set which is left afterwards; with the two bases {c,, cl, . . . . cdpk+, , 
aly a2y . . . . ak-2t b,) and (Cl, c2, . . . . C&k+,, 61, b,, . . . . Li, . . . . bk}, we arrive 
at a contradiction. 
II. We start with a matroid (E, p) according to Definition 2.7, and 
we define B := p- ‘( 1). We have to prove that the Steinitz exchange 
lemma holds for the sets in B. This is an immediate consequence of 
card Mon#({ C IA/ B})(x) # 1 for all C, A, B. For any two bases with 
common elements C, we find in the corresponding Grassmann-Plucker 
polynomial another nonzero monomial and by looking at one of these 
factors we see that Steinitz’ exchange lemma holds. u 
Remark 2.9. Definition 2.4 of a chirotope (6 x) and Definition 2.7 of a 
matroid (E, p) were derived from Grassmann-Plucker polynomials. They 
differ essentially by the two necessary conditions for realizability for- 
mulated in Lemma 2.3, namely x E Kn(“,d) as a vector of determinants has 
to be a root of the Grassmann-Plucker polynomials { C IA ) B j. 
It is easily seen that by changing x: E” + GF, into its absolute value (or 
its square) function 11: Ed-+ GF,, p := 1x1, we get a matroid (E, p) accord- 
ing to Definition 2.7, the underlaying matroid (E, p) of the chirotope (E, x). 
In order to define later algebraic varieties for matroids and oriented 
matroids, we have to fix some more notations. 
For a polynomial g in a polynomial ring over K with corresponding set 
of monomials of g, Mon( g) = (m,, m2, . . . . m,}, we use the kth elementary 
symmetric functions of these monomials 
to define new polynomials od( g) and ev( g) derived from g as sums of kth 
elementary symmetric functions e”(g) with k odd and k even, respectively: 
odk) := 1 ek(g) ev( g) := 1 e”(g). 
k odd k even 
We introduce these functions since they can be used in characterizing the 
conditions formulated in Lemma 2.3, see Theorem 2.11. First we collect 
properties and relations of these functions in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.10. For polynomials a, b, c, g, g in a polynomial ring over K 
with corresponding sets of monomials, 
Montg) = {m,, m2, . . . . m,}, Man(g) = (m,, m2, . . . . m, , ), 
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we have 
(i) 2’ev(g)= i (1 +mi)+ i (l-m,), 
i=l i=l 
2.od(g)= n (1 +rJ- n (l-m,), 
i=l i= 1 
(ii) ev( g) = od( g) . m, + ev( g), 
od( g) = ev( g) em, + od( g), 
(iii) ev(m,) = 1, od(mi) = mi, 
(iv) For any monomial c, we have (modulo GF,): 
c.od(g)= (GF3’od(c.m,+ ... +c.m,)(g), 
(VI ev(a) od( -b + c) + ev(b) od( -c + a) + ev(c) od( -a+ b) =O, 
ad(a) od( -b + c) + ad(b) od( -c + a) + ad(c) od( -a + b) = 0. 
We omit the proof of all these properties. They are obtained by 
straightforward calculations. Lemma 2.10 is very useful when we search for 
syzygies for od-polynomials which play a key role in proofs like those we 
present later. 
The advantage of some earlier definitions is seen in the following asser- 
tion which we formulate as a theorem. 
THEOREM 2.11. I. For a polynomial g in a polynomial ring over GF, 
with a corresponding set of monomials Man(g), the following two assertions 
are equivalent: 
(i) either 
(ii) Or 
card Man+(g)(x) = 0 and card Man-(g)(x) = 0 
card Man+(g)(x) #O and card Mon ~ (g)(x) # 0, 
od( g)(x) = 0. 
II. For a polynomial g in a polynomial ring over GF, with a corre- 
sponding set of monomials Man(g), the following two assertions are equiva- 
lent: 
(i) card Mon#(g)(x) # 1, 
(ii) od( g)(x) = 0. 
Proof I, For a given set of variables x the polynomial od{g)(x) is 
zero if and only if either all monomials m,(x) vanish or at least one of them 
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is 1 and at least one of them is - 1. This is an immediate consequence of 
Lemma 2.10(i). 
II. We prove the following two statements by induction, the first one 
of which we have to prove: 
od(g)(x)=Oocard Mon#(g)(x)# 1, 
ev(g)(x)=Oocard Mon#(g)(x)> 1. 
We start with Lemma 2.lO(iii), we use the recursive characterization in 
Lemma 2.1O(ii), and we get the desired assertion. 1 
In conclusion we collect assertions of Definitions 2.4 and 2.7 and 
Theorem 2.11 to find the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 2.12. Let E := (1, 2, . . . . n}. 
(a) An alternating function x: E ‘+ GF, is an oriented matroid of 
rank d if and only iJ1 for all k-term Grassmann-Pliicker polynomials on E, 
{CIA] B}, with 36k<d+l, A :=(a, ,..., akp2), B:=(b, ,..., bk), C:= 
(C 1 I . . . . cdpk+,), we have od({C(Al B})(,Y)=O. 
(b) An alternating function ,u: Ed -+ GF, is a matroid of rank d if and 
only $ for all k-term Grassmann-Pliicker polynomials on E, {C /Al B}, with 
3<k<d+l, A:=(a ,,..., a,-,), B:=(b, ,..., bk), C:=(c ,,..., c,~,,,), we 
haue od({C IAl B))(p)=O. 
Remark 2.13. In other words Theorem 2.12 shows: 
Matroids and oriented matroids differ exactly by the underlying fields 
GF, and GF,, respectively. 
For the set GP;d’ of all k-term Grassmann-Plucker polynomials on E 
with k < t consider the ideal 
GP sdt := (ad(g) I gEGPzd’) 
generated by all corresponding od-polynomials. We write 
9”(Z) = {x E Kn(“,d’ 1 g(x) = 0 for all g E I> 
for the variety over K of an ideal I. We think in terms of algebraic 
geometry and have 
- the variety V”(~~$Z’+‘) over GF, characterizes matroids, 
- the variety -Y-(GP;$‘+ ‘) over GF, characterizes oriented matroids. 
DEFINITION 2.14. The above varieties V (^GP$>‘+ 1 ), and ,Y^( GPz$j’+ ’ ) 
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are called matroid variety over GF, and chirotope variety over GF,, respec- 
tively. 
For applications of these new algebraic characterizations see the next 
sections. 
3. BRACKET IDENTITIES AND BASIS EXCHANGE THEOREMS 
As a first application of our algebraic characterization of the last section, 
we recall the main stream of thoughts of Kung in [25] dealing with basis 
exchange theorems in matroid theory, see also the earlier reference of Rota 
[36a, p. 176, Remark II]. 
Grassmann-Plucker polynomials are essential invariants in projective 
geometry, and when brackets ( =determinants) are inserted, they are iden- 
tically zero. According to the second fundamental theorem of projective 
invariant theory [39], all more general homogeneous bracket identities are 
consequences of Grassmann-Plucker syzygies ( = Laplace extensions). 
Having this correspondence in mind, Kung considered for all identities 
corresponding “basis exchange” assertions. 
But in general, the derived basis-exchange properties in the case of 
Grassmann-Plucker syzygies do not imply corresponding properties 
derived in a similar fashion from the more general bracket identities. Such 
consequences have to be proved as we did in Lemma 2.8 where weak basis- 
exchange axioms imply symmetric basis-exchange axioms. Another result is 
well known in matroid theory, and again the proof is combinatorial in 
nature: the multiple Laplace expansion polynomial raised the question 
whether the multiple basis exchange theorem holds, compare Kung [25]. 
Which bracket identities yield translations into basis exchange properties 
holding in all matroids and which do not. This is perhaps the central question 
in the study of basis-exchange properties. A reasonable answer to this question 
could be in the form of a decision procedure. Such a decision procedure would 
yield much insight into the relation between matroid theory and linear algebra. 
Grassmann-Plucker 2. Fund.Th. Horn. Bracket 
syzygies Inv.Theory syzygies 
<{C IAl Bl) 3 g 
I I 
weak basis Combinatoric proof basis exchange 
exchange property =a property 
od({C IAl B))=O ad(g) = 0 
WW IAl BID 
Algebraic proof 
3 ad(g) 
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Now our algebraic approach according to the end of the last section can 
be used. It allows us to think in algebraic terms about both the bracket 
identities g(x) = 0 and their derived properties od( g)(x) = 0. 
The corresponding question now is whether the polynomials ad(g) lie in 
the ideal generated by the polynomials od(C IAl B). 
But the question whether a polynomial lies in a given ideal can be 
answered in principle by any Grobner basis algorithm [lo]. This is the 
point where computer algebra methods come in. 
Remark 3.1. Combinatorial dependencies can be studied by applying 
computer algebra tools like Buchberger’s or other Grobner base methods 
[lOI. 
Remark 3.2. The above questions make sense also on the level of orien- 
ted matroids. 
The following Theorem 3.3 shows that sign conditions derived from 
additional bracket identities, the condensation identities, do not imply addi- 
tional restrictions on the oriented matroid characterization. The assertion 
is formulated in terms of ideals of polynomials. The example shows how 
computer algebra methods are applicable with our new algebraic setup. 
The ideal generated by certain “od”-polynomials derived from Grassmann- 
Plucker polynomials also contains an “od”-polynomial derived from a 
syzygy homogeneous of degree 3. This shows that the definition of oriented 
matroids does not change when these additional necessary conditions for 
realizability are considered. 
We denote the (sorted) elements of A(6, 3) in the form 
Nl = [l, 2, 33, N2= [l, 2,4], . . . . N20 = [4, 5, 61. 
The condensation polynomial, compare Kung [25], reads as follows: 
g:=Nl’.N20-det [i:l il: ::J. 
When the bracket expressions are replaced by brackets in the sense of N. 
White [40], we have g = 0 (condensation identity). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let g be the polynomial defined above. For all rank 3 
simplicial oriented matroids x we have od( g)(x) = 0, and moreover, 
od(g)Ew. 
Remark 3.4. In all theorems of this kind, it is very easy to formulate a 
corresponding basis-exchange property. 
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Remark 3.5. In general we cannot expect that a bracket identity leads 
via its derived condition in terms of an “od”-polynomial to a result like 
Theorem 3.3. All bi-quadratic final polynomials provide counter-examples 
in this direction, see [7]. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. A computer algebra program can prove the 
following assertion: We write a brief form of a corresponding MACSYMA 
session. 
(C3) batch(“input.max”)% 
(C4) /*Input file: Chirotope-polynomials for n = 6, d = 3 */ 
lvar: [Nl, N2, . . . . N20] $ 
(C5) lsimp: [Nl*Nl - 1, N2*N2-1, . . . . N20*N20- l] $ 
(C6)pl :/* [123][145]-[124][135]+[125][134]={1~21345}*/ 
Nl*N8-N2*N6+N3*N5-Nl*N8*N2*N6*N3*N5$ 
(C7)p2 :/* [123][146]-[124][136]+[126][134] = {1121346}*/ 
Nl*N9-N2*N7+N4*N5-Nl*N9*N2*N7*N4*N5; 
;tii,,;Cij* [236][456]-[246][356]+[256][346]={6121345}*/ 
N13 *N20- N15 *N19 + N16 *Nl8 - N13 *N20 *15 *N19 *N16 *N18% 
(C36) ltot: [pl, p2, . . . . ~303 % 
(C37) q: 
/* ad(g) := od( Nl*Nl*N20 +Nll*N6*N4 . ..-N12*N5*N4) */ 
Nl*Nl*N20 +Nll*N6*N4 +... -N12*N5*N4 
+Nl*Nl*N20 *Nll*N6*N6 *N12*N7*N2+... 
-Nl*Nl*N20 *Nll*N6*N4 *N12*N7*N2 *N13*N5*N3 *N13*N6*N2 
*Nl l*N7*N3 *N12*N5*N4 % 
(C39) l:appen(lsimp,ltot)$ 
(C40) grab-tot-reduce(q,l); 
total time = 3450 msecs 
(D40) 0. 
This proves our assertion in the simplicial case, as q lies in the ideal 
generated by the polynomials in the lists “lsimp” and “ltot”. 1 
In general one should not be too optimistic that CPU-time and storage 
allows one to solve large problems. Here the additional assumption to treat 
the simplicial case reduced the time to 3.5 seconds. 
Remark 3.6. It was the method of proof we were interested in. Another 
proof for this assertion can be given by using that a chirotope with less 
than 9 points in rank 3 is always realizable according to Goodman and 
Pollack [19], who applied their allowable sequence method to get this 
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result; see also Richter [36] for additional results in this direction. Any 
bracket identity which involves only n points leads to a valid basis 
exchange axiom provided all n-point oriented matroids are realizable or 
provided we can show that the set of all nonrealizable oriented matroids 
with up to n points do not have a final polynomial arising from such a 
bracket identity. 
It is well known in matroid theory that a multiple basis exchange 
theorem holds, see Kung [25] for historical remarks: 
THEOREM 3.7. (Brylawski [9], Greene [20]). The multiple basis- 
exchange theorem holds for matroids. 
Given two bases and a subset of two points of the first base, w.1.o.g. 
let (1,2,3,4} and { 5,6, 7,8} be the bases of x and let { 3,4) be the 
subset; there exists a subset (i, j} c (5, 6, 7, 8 > such that { 1,2, i, j) and 
{3,4,5,6,7,8}\(i,j} f orm bases of x as well. We consider the polynomial 
D := [[l, 2, 3, 4][5, 6, 7, 81, (3, 4j] := [l, 2, 3, 4][5, 6, 7, 81 
- Cl, 2, 5, 61C34, 7, 81 f Cl, 2, 5, 7]C3,4, 6, 81 
- CL 2, 5, 8lC3,4, 6, 71- Cl, 2, 6, 71C3, 4, 5, 81 
+ Cl, 2, 6, f31[3,4. 5, 71 - Cl, 2, 7, SlC3,4, 5, 63. 
This leads (up to renumbering) to the essential syzygy D =0 when the 
brackets [. . .] denote determinants. 
In the rank 4 case Theorem 3.7 states essentially that ad(D)(p) =0 
(mod 2) for every matroid ~1. We can show a corresponding theorem for 
simplicial oriented matroids in rank r < 4. 
THEOREM 3.10a. For a simplicial chirotope x with rank r d 4, we have 
od( D)(x) = 0 (mod 3 ). 
The proof will be given after Theorem 3.10b. In order to formulate an 
additional similar theorem, we first give another generalization of 
Grassmann-Plucker polynomials, compare Definition 2.1; we define the 
so-called Van der Waerden polynomials as follows. For 2 E n(n, d) its 
complement 1* is defined as i* E A(n, n-d) with Au /1* = { 1,2, . . . . n} 
(ordered tuples and sets were identified). The permutation 7~ E S,, with 
7c: /li -k i, i = 1, 2, . . . . d, 
n: 2: -+d+ j, j=1,2 , . . . . n - d, 
is used to define sign(%, A*) := sign(n). 
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DEFINITION 3.8. For any s~(1,2 ,..., d}, u=(~i,c1~ ,..., LX-,-,), p= 
(PI> 829 ea.9 DA Y = (Y,,Y2, -,Yd+l--u--v), 6 = (61,82,--,~,), -5 = 
(5 > 623 .‘., E~-~-~), of altogether different elements of E, we define the 
k-term Van der Waerden polynomial for k = (“+,:I,“-“): 
.- .- c sign(t, r*) 
TEA(d+l-u-I&-u) 
Remark 3.9. For u = 0, s = 1, and v = d+ 1 -k, we get a k-term 
Grassmann-Plucker polynomial. It is clear what we mean by 
In case the bracket expressions are determinants, [[cc, B, &6, E]] defines a 
multilinear (d + I)-form on Kd which vanishes. 
We have a similar theorem to Theorem 3.10a: 
THEOREM 3.10b. The basis exchange theorem corresponding to the 
Van der Waerden syzygies holds in the (simplicial) oriented matroid case for 
rank r < 4. 
Proof. In the Van der Waerden polynomial and in the multiple syzygies 
no more than 2d points are involved. In rank 4 only 8 points are involved. 
The classification of all 8 point (simplicial) oriented matroids in rank 4, see 
[S], was used. A scan over all nonrealizable oriented matroids x in this 
case and over all multiple syzygies and over all Van der Waerden polyno- 
mials, respectively, showed that 
WCCL 2, 3,41C5,6, 7, 81, {3,4}1)=0, WCCa, A j, 4 ~ll)tx)=O 
holds in all these cases. This proves Theorems 3.10a and 3.10b, the rank 3 
case being trivial. 
We wish to thank A. Dress for drawing our attention to this particular 
investigation. 1 
We finish this section with open problems in this context. A theorem like 
the foregoing in the general rank case would follow if we could show 
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Problem 3.11. Find an algebraic proof for Theorem 3.10 in the general 
case. 
This decision can be made for fixed n and fixed d (at least in principle) 
by using the Grobner basis technique; see, e.g., [lo]. 
Problem 3.12. Determine a Grobner basis for the ideals GP:&‘+ ‘, 
GWZ.d,d+ 1 
GF2 ’ 
The classical straightening algorithm [37] (the computer algebra version 
of the second fundamental theorem of invariant theory) is a well known 
tool on the level of bracket syzygies. The straightening syzygies (special 
Van der Waerden syzygies) form a Grobner basis for the Grassmann- 
Plucker syzygy ideal with respect to the tableaux order, [37]. 
Problem 3.13. Up to what extent do parts of the straightening 
algorithm carry over to (oriented) matroids encoded in terms of od- 
polynomials? 
4. AN ALGEBRAIC PROOF OF A THEOREM OF LAS VERGNAS 
The fact that a chirotope must have an underlying matroid can be 
expressed as 
x2 E V-(GP”d$f+ I). 
An essential theorem in oriented matroids, due to Las Vergnas [30] and 
first used in [28], written in our language asserts that the following 
statements are equivalent for an alternating function x E GF:“‘,? 
(i) x2 E V(GP”d$f+ ‘) and x E -f(GP”d$3d+‘), 
(ii) x2 E f(GP”d$‘+‘) and x E V(ag). 
Not only is this theorem interesting from a theoretical point of view, but 
it has been proved to be a very helpful tool for various computational 
applications. It says that many conditions in the definition of a chirotope 
are superfluous. Recall that the condition 
x 
2 - n,d.d+ 1 
E y (GPGF2 1 
is automatically fulfilled in the uniform case. 
This section contains a very much simplified proof of Las Vergnas’ result. 
This result can be seen in a more general context. We outline two problems 
which occur in a natural way when algorithmic problems connected with 
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matroids and oriented matroids as in computational synthetic geometry 
[7] are dealt with. 
Problem 4.1. Find a fast algorithm for testing whether a given map 
x: A(n, d) -+ GF, is an oriented matroid. 
Problem 4.2. Find a fast algorithm for testing whether two oriented 
matroids are isomorphic up to relabeling the vertices and up to sign 
reversal. 
These questions turn into corresponding ones for our varieties. It is very 
natural to ask for a “good” or “small” characterization of our matroid 
variety and our chirotope variety. 
Problem 4.3. Find a “good” set of polynomials for defining the 
chirotope variety. 
Problem 4.4. Find a “good” set of polynomials for defining the matroid 
variety. 
We do not aim to provide satisfactory answers for these very general 
questions, but we can see that finding a small set of conditions, which 
characterizes oriented matroids, is a useful and essential first step for both 
questions. 
In the classical language of oriented matroids, a first proof for such an 
assertion was given by Las Vergnas [30]. To show the equivalence of Las 
Vergnas’s result to our Theorem 4.5, we need the Lawrence equivalence of 
oriented matroids and chirotopes, see [32]. Remember also that Las 
Vergnas proved one direction of this equivalence earlier [27]. And remem- 
ber that Dress later independently gave another proof for this equivalence 
[16]. In this paper it is the method of proof we are demonstrating. We 
achieve the result in a straightforward manner. We mention first a variant 
restricted to the rank 3 case. 
THEOREM 4.5 (Las Vergnas) (rank 3). The following statements are 
equivalent for an alternating function x E GF:(“,d) with x2 E V(w): 
0) x E Y-(izqp, 
(ii) x E Y(Eiq). 
Proof (Sketch). The proof we have in this case is different from the one 
we give later for the general case. Details of our Theorem 4.5 can be found 
in [7]; here we only sketch the method of proof in order to show the main 
idea which can be applied in similar instances as well. 
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Let the polynomial L, , 1 E Gf’, [A (n, 3)] be defined as 
Lfi12 := lIPI9 %X9 l41 
g4 = 4-term Grassmann-Plucker identity. This can be accomplished by 
providing a suitable set of syzygies for od-polynomials of the form 
Lie GF3 [A(n, 3)], od(g:“)tw. 
Here Lemma 2.10 was applied. What is left afterwards is to show that the 
polynomial L, , i. does not vanish for at least one such syzygy for fixed g,. 
A permutation of the vertices does not change od(gq) in the syzygy (at 
most up to a sign) whereas L,, j. is changed in general. It can be shown that 
by permuting the elements of p and %, for any x and for any od(g4), there 
is always a particular polynomial L,,,(x) different from zero. This implies 
that in deleting od(g,) in the definition of the chirotope variety, we still get 
the same set of chirotopes. 1 
Now we prepare a proof for general rank. As we saw in the sketch of the 
last proof, the crucial first step lies in finding a suitable syzygy for od-poly- 
nomials. For the general rank case we choose a syzygy which is obtained 
by dualizing the one applied in Theorem 4.5. We mention that Lemma 2.10 
together with known syzygies for the Grassmann-Plucker polynomials 
forms the starting point when looking for appropriate syzygies for od-poly- 
nomials. 
We define the following (d+ l)-term, d-term, d-term, and 3-term 
Grassmann-Plucker polynomials multiplied with certain bracket expres- 
sions: 
P := [a,, . . . . ad- 1, ~lt~*1~{l~,,~2~...,~,-,l~,,...,~,-,,~l~~*f, 
Q,:= -Ca~,~2,...,~d--l,~21.{~~ la,,...,a,-,l6,,...,b,-,,c,}, 
Q, := -[a,, ~2, . . . . ad-,, ~11. (~2 1~2, . . . . ad-II 61, . . . . b,-,, c,}, 
Q=(-l)i+d Lb,, -., Ji, .-,bd--l, ~1, ~21. (a2, -., adpl 1~11 bi, ~1, ~21, 
1 <id&-l. 
It is convenient to use in the following the abbreviations a := (a,, . . . . ad- ,), 
b := (b,, b,, . . . . b,- i), and hi := (b,, . . . . 6;, . . . . b,- ,). 
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LEMMA 4.7. The following second order syzygy holds identically in all 
bracket expressions: 
d-l 
S:=P+Q,+Q*-t 1 R,=O. 
i=l 
Proof The proof proceeds by straightforward calculations whereby 
corresponding products of three bracket expressions cancel pairwise. 
d-l 
S:=P+Q,+Q,+ C Ri 
i=l 
d-l 
= [a, ~1, ~1. 1 C-l)‘+’ [a,, a, bilC6i, ~1, ~21 
i=l 
+ II% cl, czl .(-lJd [a,, a, c21Ch c13 + C% cl, c21 
.(-lld+l Cal, a, cllCb, ~1 
d-l 
- [a,, a, cJ . 1 (- l)i+’ Ccl, a, b,lCcl, 6i, czl- [aI, a, a21 
i=l 
.(-lJd+’ Cc,, a, c,lCc,, bl 
d-l 
-[a,,a,c,]. 1 (-l)i+l Ccz, a, bilC+, hi, c,l- [a,, a, cl1 
i= 1 
.(-lid+’ Cc, a, clICcz, bl 
d-l 
+ c C-1) k+d Csj, ~1, cJ([a, al, bjlCa, ~1, ~21 
j=l 
- [a, aI, c,lCa, bj, CA+ [a, al, c,lCa, bj, ~11). 
The structure of all monomials occuring in S is given by the following 
scheme with the canonical correspondence of the monomials and the short 
notation here: 
A,+ ..’ +A&,+&+&+l, 
B, + ... +B,-,-A,, 
c,+ ..’ +Cd--l-Ad+lr 
-Al-Cl-B,, 
-A,-CZ-B2, 
-A,-, - cd-,-B&,. 
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We use this notation also to describe our syzygy for od-polynomials, 
combining the od-polynomials ad(P), od(Q,), od(Q,), and od(R,)), 1 < id 
d - 1, derived from S. 1 
After a transition to od-polynomials of the d+ 2 summands in 
Lemma 4.7, we see that only some “linear” parts cancel. We overcome this 
problem by selecting a suitable set of bracket polynomials as factors. This 
leads to a syzygy for corresponding od-polynomials. But we need only the 
property 
LEMMA 4.8. The following polynomial lies in the ideal generated by the 
polynomials od(Q,), od(Q,), od(Ri), 1 <i< d- 1: 
d-l 
n ev(-Ci-B,). Od(f’) E ({Od(Qi), od(Rj)) >. 
i= 1 
Here ev(-Ci-B,) = 1 - [6i,c,, c212 [a, al, c1 1 [a, bi, ~1 [a, aI, czl 
[a, bi, ~11. 
ProofI We use (d- 1)-times Lemma 2.10(v) to find 
d-l 
n ev( - Ci - Bi) . od( P) 
i= 1 
= od(B, + “’ +B,-,-&+c,+ ‘.’ +c,-,--A,_,) 
modulo the ideal generated by od(R,i), 1 < j < d - 1. A last special applica- 
tion of Lemma 2.10(v) finally proves the lemma. 1 
The foregoing lemma is elementary in nature but it is already a decisive 
preparational step for the next theorem. 
THEOREM 4.9 (Las Vergnas) (general rank). Let x: A(n, d) + 
{ - 1, 0, 1 > be an alternating function such that p := 1x1 defines a matroid, 
i.e., x2 E V”(GP2:2d+’ ). The foflowing two statements are equivalent: 
(i) 
n d,d+ 1 
x E v”(GPdF, 19 (ii) x E Y(w). 
Remark 4.10. In other words, in the definition of a chirotope only the 
3-term Grassmann-Plucker relations are needed provided the underlying 
matroid structure is guaranteed, as for instance in the uniform case. 
Proof of Theorem 4.9. The proof proceeds by induction with respect to 
the number of terms in the Grassmann-Plucker relation defining the 
od-polynomial. A k-term Grassmann-Plucker polynomial ( C (A I B} with 
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k < d+ 1 monomials corresponds via a contraction (/C) to a k-term 
Grassmann-Plucker polynomial in rank k - 1. Thus the essential inductive 
step lies in showing that for a (d+ 1)-term Grassmann-Plucker polynomial 
{(al /I} we have od( { Ial /I})(x) = 0 provided od( {y’ Ia’1 p’})(x) = 0 for all 
k-term Grassmann-Plucker polynomials with k < d. We can assume w.1.o.g. 
E=auj?= (1, 2, . . . . 2d}, CZ,=i, 
XCL 2, . . . . d] . X[d + 1, . . . . 2d] # 0 
and according to the weak basis-exchange lemma for matroids 
XC& . ..> d, i-J #O, ie (d+ 1, . . . . 2d). 
We have to show that for each alternating function 
x E GF;‘“.d’ with x2 E V(GPz$‘:‘+‘), 
there is a suitable choice of the elements ci, C*E {d, d+ 1, . . . . 2d) such that 
condition (*) holds. 
Condition (*). 
[a, cl3 c21(x) Z 0 
and 
ev(-Ci-4W 
= (I- ~6~, cl T CA2 Cay al, c,lCa, bi, c21Cay al, c21Cay bi, CIIHX) 
#O for all in {d, d+ 1, . . . . 2d}\(c,, cz}. 
We have used that lod( { (a1 /I>)] is left unchanged under a permutation 
of the elements of /I. 
We introduce the formal contraction 
x*=x/(2, 3, . . . . d- l}, 
defined as 
x*: (l,d,d+l,..., 2d}*+{-l,O,l}, 
x*[x, y] := x[2, 3, . . . . d- 1, x, y]. 
For x all 3-term Grassmann-Plucker relations are fulfilled which carries 
over to x* showing x* to be a (realizable) 2-chirotope. The set of 
non-loops NL in x* contains 1, d, i. If there exists a j E NL\{ 1 > with 
x*(l,j)=O, we define c i := j, c2 := d, and (* ) is fulfilled. 
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Otherwise, we have x*( 1, j) # 0 for all Jo NL\{ 1 } and d and i are not 
parallel. In this case c, and c2 are chosen to be adjacent neighbors of 1. An 
easy observation (consider the sign of the “Doppelverhaltnis” of the points 
1, cl, c2, i) shows (*) to hold also in this case. 1 
5. GRASSMANN VARIETY 9:, VERSUS CHIROTOPE VARIETY %f?r, OVER R 
Any d linear independent points in the real vector space R” together with 
the origin define a d-dimensional subspace in R” which can be considered 
as a point peYf, on the Grassmann manifold SF, over R. We have seen 
that realizabk oriented matroids can be derived ‘from this point in real 
projective R(d)-space in a very natural way by transition via the sign map. 
Our new chirotope variety Y”(%‘~~‘) over GF, which was introduced in 
Definition 2.14 has a similar property which is more direct: any point on 
this variety is already an oriented matroid. Moreover, all oriented matroids 
(in the most general sense) can be found in this way. The advantage of 
getting all oriented matroids is lost when we start with the Grassmann 
manifold. A natural question arises as whether there exist a corresponding 
real manifold of our chirotope variety such that the sign map gives all 
oriented matroids. 
The reason for asking for such a variety lies in the tools which would 
than be applicable. And moreover, a comparison on the level of real 
varieties might cast new light on the differences between both, realizable 
and nonrealizable oriented matroids. 
To see how additional methods might come in when using the real 
variety, we consider the realizable case. The model space over the reals, the 
Grassmann manifold, allows us to apply natural stochastical ideas. At the 
beginning of this section we discuss briefly the problem of determining 
natural probabilities for oriented matroids; compare also [7, Sect. 5.41. 
A real embedding of our chirotope variety Ilr(Wzz’) over GF, might 
yield a better understanding of general oriented matroids, and perhaps 
problems of connectivity could be tackled. In Definition 5.4 we give such 
a real embedding of our chirotope variety over GF,, and we discuss 
properties of this variety in Theorem 5.5 and Theorem 5.6. 
Let us consider an example of interactions of the Grassmann variety and 
realizable oriented matroids. 
Problem 5.1 (Goodman and Pollack). Calculate the probabilities for 
oriented matroids. 
Remark 5.2. There are at least two approaches to this question which 
were not mentioned in [7, Sect. 5.41. 
607:X7/2-3 
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I. A first natural approach lies in using a uniform distribution on the 
unit interval and extending it to the n-cube with centre 0. d points picked 
at random in this cube (whereby those not lying in the insphere of the cube 
are discarded) determine together with the centre of the cube with prob- 
ability 1 a linear d-space, i.e., a point p E ‘?S$ [19a]. This provides us with 
a uniform distribution (invariant under rotations) on the Grassmann 
variety. 
For n large we have at least the drawback that many points have to be 
discarded as the volume of the unit ball tends to zero as n tends to infinity. 
II. A second approach lies in applying a result of Heiberger [24] 
and using uniform distributions on the orthogonal group O(n). Via the 
action of O(n) on %t, we get a uniform distribution on a$. We do not 
discuss any further detail whithin this article. 
We conclude that the real variety Sf, is used to make assertions for the 
set ROM,,, of realizable oriented mat&ids. This is one reason for introduc- 
ing also a real variety g$ in Definition 5.4 characterizing all oriented 
matroids: 
We think that the real chirotope variety %Fd might cast new light on 
some properties of general oriented matroids. 
Remark 5.3. Perhaps it is interesting to remark that the study of 
oriented matroids also yields properties of the Grassmann manifold. The 
(unsymmetric) distribution of mutations, compare [S], shows that the 
points on this manifold are not symmetrically distributed as one might 
perhaps be let to assume. 
Now we define a real variety %‘Fd which turns out to play the same role 
for oriented matroids in the general case as the Grassmann variety St, 
does for realizable oriented matroids. 
The homogeneous degrees of the monomials in the polynomials 
od( { C IA 1 B > ), ( C IA ( B} k-term Grassmann-Plucker polynomial, have 
values 1, 3, 5, . . . . k for k odd, and 1, 3, 5, . . . . k - 1 for k even. Now we 
replace each bracket expression in od( (C JAI B}) by its power which is 
equal to the least common multiple of all these numbers divided by the 
homogeneous degree of the monomial. The resulting polynomial is 
homogeneous and will be denoted by homod( { C IAl B}). In GF, we have 
the relation x3 = x for all bracket expressions which implies that the variety 
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over GF, does not change when every od( { C IAl B)) is replaced by 
homod({C IAl B}). 
DEFINITION 5.4. We define the chirotope variety over the reals Uz, as 
wEd= (.xER’(“.~) 1 homod{C IAl B)(x)=O, {C IAl B} EGP;“~+‘). 
THEOREM 5.5 (Sign-property of Un”,,). x E R A(n,d’ in the chirotope variety 
%‘Fd implies x := sign(x) is a chirotope. A chirotope x E { - 1, 0, l}“(n,d) lies 
in the chirotope variety %?Fd. 
Proo$ For xe%?td we have homod{C IAl B}(x) =0 which implies 
either that for all monomials mi of {C IA( B} m,(x) = 0, or that there exist 
indices i#j with mi> 0 and m,< 0; equal signs for all these monomials 
imply equal signs for all monomials of homod{ C 1 Al B}. These properties 
do not change when we apply the sign map to all bracket expressions and 
when we pass to the corresponding od-polynomial. We see that x = sign x 
is an oriented matroid. 
On the other hand, for a chirotope x we have 
homod((C IAI B))(x)=od({C Ml BI)(x)=O 
by definition. 1 
THEOREM 5.6. (Dimension properties of the chirotope variety %?zd). The 
following inequalities hold: 
n < dim %‘Fd 6 dim St, = (n - d)d. 
Proof: The left inequality follows from the observation that all polyno- 
mials are homogeneous with respect to any fixed particular point. In other 
words, multiplying those bracket expressions containing this fexed point 
with a certain factor will keep the solution property. 
For the inequality dim UE, d dim St, consider a standard representable 
matrix, compare [7, 81. In the case of the Grassmann variety we can use 
these particular (n - d)d variables to calculate all remaining bracket 
expressions via a suitable sequence of Grassmann-Plucker relations, which 
shows by the way that dim 9zd , d (n -d)d. In using corresponding 
od-polynomials in the same sequence, we can calculate step by step all 
(finite) zeros of these od-polynomials. This shows that our chirotope 
variety cannot have a dimension greater than (n - d)d. m 
Conjecture 5.7. The dimension of the chirotope variety Vzd is equal 
to n. 
We end with a last remark about group actions on the varieties. What 
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is the largest group acting on the chirotope variety? It is easily seen that 
there are such groups reflecting the relabeling of vertices and the reversing 
of signs. In the self-dual case n = 2d, we have also the dual operation. 
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